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Friday, June 23, 2023      
 
 
Lori Brocker 
Secretary of the Senate 
 
James Goulding 
Publications Coordinator 
 
Subject:  Vote Explanation SB 283 B 
 
 
Dear Secretary Brocker and Publications Coordinator Goulding, 
 
Please accept this vote explanation for SB 283 B to become a permanent entry in the journal: 
 

In attempt to comply with Senate Rule 13.02, Oregon Statute ORS 171.134, and Legislative 
Councils Form and Style Manual, I am submitting the following revised measure summary:  

 
The bill creates programs and changes laws to support teachers and school staff. It directs 
ODE to begin the process of planning a statewide data system for teachers and school 
staff. It directs EAC to conduct surveys. It allows special education teachers and staff to be 
paid more. It requires school districts to give special education staff at least five hours per 
day of work time. It creates crisis response training mandates for schools. It creates just 
cause protections for school staff. It creates a task force to study substitute teachers. It 
creates a task force to study salaries. It creates grants to mentor beginning teachers and 
grants for apprenticeships. It allows retired teachers to get substitute licenses at no cost. 
It creates job protections for education service district superintendents. It ends duplicate 
background checks. It puts EAC in charge of mentorship. 
 
FLESH SCORE: 69  
 
Senate President Robert Wagner has also submitted this redrafted summary in the form of 
the 3rd Reading Measure Digest as a floor letter in an attempt to comply with Senate Rule 
13.02, Oregon Statute ORS 171.134, and Legislative Councils Form and Style Manual. 
 
Additionally, this revised summary has been read on the record by the bill carrier. 

 
Thank you. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 

  
Senator Tim Knopp   
Senate 27 
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